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Retractable Telescoping
System - 543

RETRACTABLE TELESCOPING SYSTEM (RTS-543)

Hose:

Product Breakdown

5” & 4” Sections are Constructed of 
Smooth Bore Lightweight Tubing; 3” 
Tubing is Constructed of No-Crush Neoprene

Model: RTS-543 Consists Of:
6’-6” x 5” Hose
6’ x 4” Hose

5’ x 3” Hose
Oval Nozzle

Nozzle:

Stainless Steel Duct Saddle
Spring Damper (Optional)

Series 23827
All Neoprene Oval Mouth Adapter

The RTS (Retractable Telescoping System) offers
three tiers of hose retraction.  The system, mounted
to duct, features an overhead storing concept.  The
RTS does not require lifting accessories.

The three-tier concept allows for different lengths of
tubing to store one inside the other.  The system is
supplied with a highly visible red wear strip for safety;
on the upper section of tubing.  The center and upper
sections of tubing are constructed of a light weight
material, however the center section does not feature
the red wear strip.  The lower section is constructed
of no-crush neoprene, allowing for years of user
friendly service.  The construction process creates a
light weight system (only 19 pounds, including duct
saddle) that is extremely durable.

The RTS is 7’ long in its stored position (see below).
Main duct work is generally hung at a height of 13-14
feet.  The RTS is provided with an adjustable length
duct saddle that allows for easy height adjustment.
The RTS’s neoprene nozzle easily attaches to both
single and side-by-side vehicle exhaust systems.  As
shown (below) the RTS can be installed to handle
both single and dual exhaust vehicles, without need
for additional attachments.

The nozzle is supplied with holding hooks, which con-
nect to the fitting at the end of the 5” hose.  In the
stored position, the 4” and 3” sections of hose slide
into the principle 5” section.  By releasing the holding
hooks, the RTS-543 may be deployed and attached to
the vehicle.
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